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One of the key questions of planetology is, what is  the bulk composition of the Moon? Is i t  in many 
respects similar to Earth's composition, or is it  totally unrelated? From the simple fact that i t s  mean 
density i s  far lower than Earth's, i t  was obvious even before Apollo that the Moon i s  depleted in metallic 
iron reiatlve to Earth 111. But there are strong theoretical grounds for expecting metal to hzve prefer- 
entially accreted to lor fissroned to) the nearby and far  =ore massive Earth, provided that the Moon 
accreted mainly from previously differentiated material le.g., 23. The Apollo samples proved that the 
Moon is also depleted in volatile elements relative to Earth. Agrin, in view of i t s  comparatively tlnv 
rmass, i t  is not a t  all surprising that the Moon failed to retain volatiles as  efficiently as Earth. It is 
widely claimed that besides being depleted in volatiles, the Moon i s  also enriched with highly refractory 
elements (RE;  e.g., Ca, A1, rare earth elements, Th, U) to 400-1000% of Earth's R E  complement (assuming 
that Earth's RE content is chondritic; by most estimations, Earth's RE are enriched to at most 1511% of the 
chondritic levels). However, this last conclusion i s  probably unwarranted. 

An intuitive argument might be that the lunar volatile depletion implies a complimentary refractory 
enrichment. One hears this notion in verbal discussions much more than one reads it in print. It is  
equally certain that Earth is also tremendously depleted in volatiles, compared to the most primitive 
meteorites (carbonaceous chondrites), not to mention the original solar nebula. Yet no one takes this a s  
evidence for Earth having grossly non-chondritic ratios of RE to  modestly refractory elements such as  Si,  
Fe and Mg. The highly volatile elements that are obviously depleted in the Moon compared to Earth 
together amount to just 1-2% by mass of the "undepleied" Earth. Hence, their total absence from the Moon 
could only produce a 2% enrichment in RE relative to Earth. Another often spoken but seldom printed myth 
i s  that a lunar RE enrichment is necessary to  account for the RE enrichments observed in maria basalts 
This i s  wrong simply because, except for s very few elements (most notably Ti),  the RE contents of maria 
basalts are generally as low as, if not lower than (e.g., Al), the RE contents of t e r res t r~a l  basalts 
Ce.g., 31. 

The most widely printed rationale for a RE-enriched Moon is pinned to the lunar heat flow (HF). 
Assuming that we can extrapolate from HF measurements for two si tes  ~Apollo 15 and 17) to derive the 
average global HF, it is very simple to derive the lunar concentrations of Th and U, and from these t o  
infer the concentrations of all the other RE (the consensug is that RE probably did not fractionate from 
one ansther until after the Moon formed). The sole source~of HF measurements has been the M.G. Langseth 
team C4, 53. In their view, the global average HF is virtually identical to the average of the HFs a t  the 
two measured sites. Almost all  geochemists concerned have uncritically accepted this  interpretation. 

However, other geophysicists who have examined the same data have been critical of this ~ n t e r -  
pretation. One such independent interpretation C61 was not quantitative; the authors simply pointed out 
that "the faveragel lunar surface heat flow at  the highland should be substantially smaller than that 
&served at Apollo 15 and 17 .... for any reasonable lunar crust model." Conel and Morton C7! were quanti- 
tative. They considered 15 different models, and concluded that the HF data were sufficiently low to match 
all but one under the assumption that the bulk Moon RE contents are  chondritic (and this was before 
Langseth et al,  revised their HF data by an average of 38% -- downward C51). The basic reason is  verv 
simple: the HF measurements were both made right on the edges of maria, which are regions of shallow 
regolith depih, and hence, anomalously high thermal conductivity. Hence, extrapolation of the Apollo 15 
and 17 measurements to derive a global average is highly questionable. Langseth et  al. 151 have only 
obliquely responded to these criticisms. However, even they have admltted that "uncertainty of the global 
average of heat flow cannot be estimated until further data become available." 

Another problem with extrapolating from the two HF measurements to derive global average HF is  that 
there appears to be a gross asymmetry in the crustal distribution of K, Th and U. A s  Fig. 3 in 181 
clearly shows, a t  least a t  the surface there i s  much more K and Th near the center of the nearside than 
on the farside. The Apollo 15 and 17 s i tes  are located near the center of the nearside (it is perhaps 
significant that the measured HF at  longitude 4 deg. E is higher than that a t  31 deg. E).  Unless the 
asymmetry is merely superficial (a possibility, but not very likely: the nearside of the Moon has a much 
thinner crust than the farside, s o  if the magma ocean hypothesis i s  at all valid, m o ~ i  of the magma 
ocean's residual liquid probably ended up beneath the nearside) i t  stands to  reason that these two meas- 
urements will far exceed the  global average. In view of all the uncertainty about the average global heat 
flow, it i s  almost superfluous to add that there is also a distinct possibility, not often considered by 
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those who derive bulk Moon RE concentrations from HF data, that as  much a s  113 of the present surface 
HF could be due to primordial heat 193. 

S.R. Taylor 13; see also his many recent papers on the same subject1 has interpreted the orbital 
geochemical data to imply that a four-fold lunar RE enrichment is required just to  account for the crust. 
This stems from an assumption that average global crustal R E  concentrations can be equated with averages 
of the measured surface concentrations; i.e., that the crust is vertically uniform in terms of RE content. 
However, the available evidence strongly indicates that the crust is vertically zoned: virtually every 
pristine KREEP sample is volcanic (the one exception is hypabyssal), even though the vast majority of the 
nonKREEPy pristine rocks are plutonic. The surface measurements probably apply to only the upper few km 
of the crust. There must be another KREEP-rich layer at depth (the source region for the KREEPy magmas), 
containing a comparable amount of REs. However, the combined thicknesses of these layers could easily be 
less than 10 km. If the most recent estimate of the averalre surface Th content 1101 applies to a total of 
10 km of crustal thickness, only 40% of the total Th content of the Moon i s  accounted for, assuming the 
Moon's bulk Th content to be the same a s  that of a metal-depleted "ordinary" chondritic meteorite (i.e.. 
about the same a s  -- if anything, less than -- that of Earth). 

Let us suppose for the sake of argument that the crust i s  vertically uniform. If so, i t  must be borne 
in mind that there is  a strong inverse correlat~on between (surface) Th concentration and crustal thick- 
ness 1101, which means that simply averaging the surface concentrations produces an "average crust" 
estimate which is about 63% too high. Also, a crust free of vertical zonation implies that the global 
asymmetry in K and Th is  not at all superficial, which should completely destroy the notion that the  two 
HF measurements may be representative of the global average. 

A s  discussed by 1111, another once-popular reason for invoking a lunar RE enrichment was that the 
existence of plagioclase-olivine cumulates presumably from the magma ocean seemed to imply high initial Al 
and Ca concentrations. This was predicated on an assumption that crystallization of the magma ocear! was 
governed by 1-atm phase equilibria. If we allow for the likelihood that the ocean crystallized mainly 
from the bottom up, this  supposed constraint does not apply. A related unconvincing argument is  that high 
A1 and Ca are required to  account for the amount of plagioclase in the crust. For example, Buck and 
Toksot 1121 concluded from a review of geophysica1 evidence that the bulk Moon's AI and Ca contents are 
much lower than commonly supposed, but they ruled out Al contents lower than 2.1% "since there is  insuffi- 
cient material then available t o  make the crust." A Moon with 2.1% A l  could in  principle have a crust of 
pure plagioclase 82 km thick. Simple averaging of surface data suggests that the crust i s  more like 70% 
plag.; in fact, i t  probably grows much less anorthositio with depth Ce.g., 13, 141. 

In summary, none of the supposed reasons for believing that the Moon is greatly enriched in refract- 
ory elements is very impressive. There is some evidence, hardly definite. but at least equally impres- 
sive, that the nonmetallic, nonvolatile portions of the Moon and Earth may be very similar in composition. 
Most meteorite groups, particularly the only known primitive solar system objects that feature large RE 
enrichments (inclusions in carbonaceous chondrites), feature oxygen isotope ratios that make it clear that 
they are genetically distinct from Earth; but not the lunar samples 1153. Most of the meteorite groups 
feature MgIFe ratios that make it  clear that they are genetically distinct from Earth; but not the lunar 
samples. Conversely, i f  we could take any Moon rock, and leave it  near Earth's surface to weather (i.e., 
to become oxidized, andlor hydrated, andlor carbonated) just a lit t le,  we could defy anyone to analyze 
that rock and tell us for certain whether i t  was from the Earth or not; but this would not be possible for 
most meteorite types. Of course, unless the Moon was captured by Earth after it formed, it is hard to 
explain why i t s  composition should differ greatly from Earth's, except with respect to volatile elements, 
metal, and siderophile elements. 
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